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Unveil true consumers expectations 
with search intelligence.

Search intelligence helps market analysts, 
brand managers & strategy consultants to 
process quickly massive amount of market 
data.

● Evaluate localized consumers interest in 
different product categories.

● Detect emerging brands & products in 
consumers awareness.

● Confirm the business potential of an 
international market or a marketing 
campaign.

About 95% of 
purchase decisions 
stem from at least 
one online search. 

Study Ipsos / Google 2019



Learn what consumers want with our search 
intelligence platform.

Collecting reliable data 
from search engines such 
as Google. No noise!

Revealing local trends, 
outliers & patterns in 
consumer behavior.

Detecting specific intents 
behind what consumers 
search online.



Case study.



Case study: insurance 
policies in Brazil.

Before looking for a local partner to 
launch new offers in Brazil, our client, 
one of the largest European insurance 
groups, needs to confirm that Brazilians 
have a huge potential to subscribe to 
insurance policies. 

Facing a lack of reliable and easily 
accessible data about consumers, our 
client used our search intelligence 
platform to quickly understand how 
Brazilians are interested in insurance - 
across all states.



Plan your go-to-market 
strategy with key facts.

What do Brazilians want to insure the 
most in every state? Cars? Houses? Pets?

Is there any specific local trend for each 
market? Is the consumer behavior in 
Northern states different from Southern 
regions?

Do some insurance policies have a 
stronger seasonal effect than others?

Is there a clear demand for B2B insurance 
policies? Such as for trucks or crops?



Trajaan discovered 192 keywords 
revealing what, how & where 
consumers search about 
insurance.

Each keyword has been linked 
to a specific market:

- Car
- Residential
- Travel
- Cellphone
- Moto
- Funeral
- Pets
- …

We detected more than 190+ different ways to 
search about insurances in Brazil.



Insurance in Brazil: much more 
than a niche market.

Brazilians searched more 
than 4.8 million times 
about insurance over the 
last 12 months.

That means almost 200 
web searches for 100.000 
population every month.

Despite huge disparities, 
Brazilians from all states 
are looking for 
information about 
insurance policies. 



Overall market trend has stabilized after a huge 
drop in interest during the covid-19 crisis.

YoY trend: -10.4% in September 
2020 compared to October 2019.

Covid-19 impact: -40.8% between 
February & April 2020. Since then, 
demand has almost recovered its 
pre-crisis level.



Covid-19: a downtrend mainly caused by a strong 
decrease in demand for travel insurance.

Demand for travel insurance 
dropped by 81%, from 92.2k 
search queries by month in 
average (Oct-Feb. 2020) to 
17.3k (Apr-Sep 2020).

Other markets remained more 
stable, some even 
skyrocketed!

- Cellphone: -20.2%
- Car: -16.2%
- Moto: +0.6%
- Funeral: +7%
- Residential: +13.3%
- Bicycle: +89.8%

Search volume



Car insurance: largest but flat market, led by 
a steady interest from Southern states.

Biggest market in volume 
(2M search queries every 
year), car insurance is 
generating a stronger 
interest in Southern states 
where population are more 
eager to look for 
alternative contracts.

Sensitivity is in average 4x 
higher in South than North 
(total search queries for 
100k pop.).



Since June 2020, demand 
in insurance for housing 
has strongly increased 
(+13.3% compared to 
pre-covid average level).

Growth in interest is 
particularly stronger in 
Sao Paulo (+88%) & 
Southern states (+73%) 
compared to national 
average.

Residential insurance: second market in 
volume, but also in growth.



Rural insurance has reborn with a bigger demand 
from Central & Southern states.

30K+ annual online searches 
are split between two major 
keywords:

- seguro agricola (56%)
- seguro rural (44%) 

After a big drop during the 
covid-19 outbreak, demand 
has now stabilized around 
1.800 search queries a 
month.

Parana, Rio Grande do Sul & 
Mato Grosso are the 3 most 
sensitive states.



Learn more & beyond 
our case study.

Get more insights from what customers 
want to insure in specific states.

Detect competitors succeeding in 
nurturing consumers attention.

Identify search marketing opportunities 
to promote your own brand.

Discover what consumers want in other 
markets.

- Asset management
- Financial services
- Real estate



Our Secret Sauce.



Process search data at scale with 
artificial intelligence. 

Our methodology is based on text analytics algorithms capable of quickly detect and 
measure all search queries of consumers, segmented by main regions/countries.

1- Extraction
We collect all words 
describing a market, 
scanning the Web 
(competitors & news 
media websites) with 
text analytics.

2- Over-generation
We search for all 
synonyms & wording 
variations to make 
sure we do not miss 
any meaningful signal.

3- Metrology
We fetch search 
volumes from Google 
to filter words that 
are actually searched 
by consumers.

4- Labelization
We detect words 
revealing a specific 
search intent - like 
love, hate, fear, 
purchase behavior or 
health issues.



Visualize all significant market trends & signals.

📈 Market structure
Reveal the most trending 
segments or keywords for 

each category. 

⚔ Competition
Discover which 

competitors capture 
consumers’ attention.

📍 Local trends
Identify specific locations 
with an highest sensitivity 

to market segments.



Get the big picture in 
less than 72 hours.

Traditional market research is biased, 
time-consuming - when not overpriced.

Trajaan helps you discover quickly & 
actionable insights based on reliable data: 
what consumers search online. 

Say bye to social media noise generated by 
bots and validate all hypotheses generated 
through qualitative surveys & brainstorm 
sessions.

Data quality

Faster time 
to insights

Retail 
measurement

Search 
intelligence

Social 
listening

Polling & 
surveys



Pay for answers you 
need.

One-shot reports starting from 500€
- Refine your business question with 

our customer success manager
- Wait for 72 hours for delivery
- Get a full search intelligence report 

on any market, in any eligible country

Licence fees: from 99€/month
- Monthly updates
- Unlimited users

Total of markets

Language complexity (zones)

Price



🙋 Need a full access to one dashboard? 
or simply learn more about our 
technology? Let’s have a quick chat over 
the phone ! 

🙌 Mail, LinkedIn or phone call, it is up to 
you.

💻 In any case, feel free to visit trajaan.io! 

😃 Happy to answer!

Tell us what you think!

Matthieu DANIELOU
Co-founder & CEO
📱 06 87 62 02 37
✉ matthieu@trajaan.io

http://trajaan.io


See you soon.

They trust us already.


